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NGDC Coastal DEMs
NOAA’s National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) builds and distributes highresolution, coastal digital elevation models (DEMs) that integrate ocean bathymetry
and land topography to support NOAA’s mission to understand and predict
changes in Earth’s environment, and conserve and manage coastal and marine
resources to meet our Nation’s economic, social, and environmental needs. DEMs
should be as accurate as possible to minimize error in the modeling of coastal
processes. Good practices throughout DEM development help to ensure this.
• integrated bathymetry and topography
• 1/3 arc-second (~10 m) to 1 arc-second (~30 m)
• common vertical datum (NAVD 88, MHW)

Perspective image of the
Northern Gulf Coast 1
arc-second DEM.

NGDC Coastal DEMs
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/coastal.html

Gift Horse?

Take your DEM
with a grain of salt.

or
You should assess
your gift DEM.
Best Practice: Know your DEM.

DEM Uncertainty

Rule of thumb: DEM vertical uncertainty > 1% horizontal cell size.

Coastal DEM Best Practices
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/coastal.html

Strategy: Plan Ahead
1.

2.
3.
4.

Determine the purpose of the DEM. DEMs have many uses (e.g., modeling of
tsunamis, storm surges, or coastal currents), each of which may have specific
requirements.
Select DEM parameters (extent, cell size, vertical datum, file format, etc.) that
will best support the intended use.
Choose a gridding technique that will minimize errors when interpolating across
large areas without data.
Collect data in an area larger than the DEM to avoid anomalies along DEM
edges.
Pago Pago, American Samoa DEM data
sources. Data were collected in an area 5%
larger than DEM extents to prevent gridding
edge effects. The DEM was also extended to
encompass the smaller U.S. islands to the east.
A second, higher-resolution DEM (orange box)
was built where data are denser. White areas
lack depth measurements.

Check: Search the Internet for DEMs of your study area to see if an existing one is suitable.

Strategy: Know Your Data
1.
2.
3.

Determine what data are available and carefully assess that data, so that you
know their inherent problems and limitations.
Verify that metadata are correct.
Determine if data overlapped by newer surveys need to be eliminated. This
may or may not be necessary depending upon if there has been significant
morphologic change between the two survey years.

An example of anomalies created from
overlapping and inconsistent data sets.
More recent or higher-resolution data
sets are usually more accurate, and the
other data may need to be eliminated.

Hint: Review journal articles, company survey reports, and local government documents to find data sets in
the region that are not accessible on the Internet.

Strategy: Pay Attention to Detail
1.
2.
3.

Organize your file structure to help keep track of file types, data edits, and
datum conversions. This helps others review your work.
Double-check all data conversions and transformations for possible software or
processing errors.
Determine how detailed your coastline needs to be, and what features should
be included or excluded, such as piers.

Example of varying coastline needs. Two
coastlines were developed for the region
surrounding the Los Angeles and Long Beach
harbors. The red coastline does not include the
large wharves resting on pilings and was used
to build an intermediate model of seafloor relief.
The white coastline, which includes the
wharves, was used to clip the seafloor relief
model and ensure that the wharves had positive
elevation values in the final DEM.

To do: Document all data sources and processing steps when building the DEM, so that users can reconstruct
your work.

Strategy: Convert to Common Datum
1.
2.
3.

Convert all data to a common horizontal datum and file format, so that
overlapping data sets can be directly compared to each other.
When necessary (i.e. when the cell size is small, 30 meters or less), convert
data to a common vertical datum to minimize anomalies along the coastline.
Where available, use VDatum (http://vdatum.noaa.gov/) to convert between
vertical datums. Otherwise, use datum offsets measured at local tide stations
(http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/).

Check: Look for inconsistencies between overlapping data sets, especially along the boundaries of data sets.

Strategy: Thoroughly Evaluate DEM
1.
2.
3.

Statistically compare DEM cell elevations with source data sets to ensure that
the DEM accurately represents source elevation values.
Visually compare the DEM with satellite images, topographic maps, nautical
charts, and aerial and personal photographs to ensure that the DEM represents
current morphology.
Compare DEM cell elevation values with independent measurements of
elevation that were not used in DEM development, such as geodetic
monuments (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov).

A histogram comparing a source data set’s
elevations with the DEM. Large discrepancies
need to be evaluated to determine their origin.

Comparison of DEM contours with a georeferenced
USGS topographic contour map. Areas where the
two contour sets diverge may indicate changes in
morphology or errors in the DEM.

Hint: Search the Internet for personal photographs of your study area. They may show coastal morphology
and be useful for visually evaluating your DEM.

Primary Data Sources
Data Types
• Bathymetry
– Hydrographic surveys
– Trackline bathymetry
– Multibeam swath sonar
• Topography
– Coastal lidar
– USGS NED
– SRTM
– ASTER
• Coastlines
– NOAA nautical charts

Agencies
• NOAA
– NGDC
– Coastal Services Center
– Office of Coast Survey
– National Geodetic Survey
• USGS
• USACE
• FEMA
• State and local governments
• Academia
• Businesses
• International

Data and DEM Issues
Source Data
• Inaccurate metadata
• Piers in coastlines
• Vegetation and buildings in lidar (not
processed to bare earth)
• Water-surface values
• Morphologic change since collection
• Mixed vertical datums in one dataset
• Sound velocity errors (multibeam)
• Random spikes, craters
• Features not represented in any
dataset
• Software introduces errors during
processing
• Shifted data – which are shifted?

“Topographic creep”

DEMs
• Determining relationship between
different vertical datums
• Interpolation over large data gaps –
select appropriate gridding technique
• Registration – grid/node v. cell/pixel
• Edge effects from no data buffer
• “Topographic creep”
• DEMs approximate Earth’s surface

USGS NED Topography

NAVD 88

MHW

MHW 1.285 m above NAVD88

Companion DEMs
• Build companion structured and unstructured DEMs of same area
using same cleaned elevation data
• Part of the Hurricane Forecast Improvement Program
• Build companion DEMs of Southern LA

Companion DEM Methodology

NGDC DEMs Online
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/coastal.html

Includes thorough documentation (report and metadata) on source datasets and DEM development.

DEMs 101
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coastal/coastal.html
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